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Digging Up Paradise

15 Red House, Bexleyheath

Digging Up William Morris’s Potatoes

It’s a hot potato, mashed, smashed,
boiled to a turn, it’s got its jacket on,
been chipped, French fried, finely 
diced, topped and crowned, but 

is it beautiful?

We arrange them in a china bowl,
pink earth eggs, dark scented
like honest women, skins
blooming with imperfections, but 

is it useful?

As they struggle to breathe in the 
kitchen air, tubers blindly groping 
their way back to cold soil beds,
we heat water, watch as they fail to swim.

Peel it, roast it, serve it on the side,
Wedge it, spice it, nutmeg, salt and cream,
pocket warmer, peasant filler, fat 
maker, famine causer, hot potato.

I nearly turned back when I got to the suburban street marked as the address for 
Red House. I’ve read that gardens are best approached on foot from a distance to 
get the context, but it was hard to imagine William Morris, who once proclaimed Red House, with its garden porch,

Pilgrim’s Rest, on the right
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the trees – apple, cherry, oak, yew, hazel and holly – remain. In the rest of the gar-
den, the flowers and plants were an inspiration for Morris’s own designs, so as I 
walked round, I had half an eye 
on looking out for the shapes 
and structures that might have 
appealed to him. I noticed tea-
sels, dragon’s lanterns, honesty 
leaves and pods just bursting 
open with orange berries. No 
sunflowers, although these are 
featured in a woodcut on dis-
play in the house so I imagine 
they were once a feature in the 
garden. 

Part of Webb’s design specifi-
cation was that the house should 
be ‘clothed’ in traditional climb-
ers such as roses, white jasmine 
and honeysuckle. Two pears on 
a curved branch were trying to 
knock against a very thin metal 
window frame, and blood-red 
grapes on a variegated vine pro-
vided a contrast to the rusty col-
oured brick walls. At the back, 
a sturdy apple tree branch pro-
vided what looked like a step 
out from a window shaped like 
a Bishop’s mitre.

As I sat on the lawn, I remembered what William 
Morris’s daughter, May, had written about the time the poet Swinburne lay in the 
orchard, his long red hair spread out on the grass, as she and her sister Jenny sprin-
kled rose petals on his face. 

that we should have nothing in our houses that was not beautiful or useful, build-
ing his first house on such a busy street, with speed bumps and speed signs against 
the curving red brick wall. 

But once in through the wooden gates, there’s an immediately calmer atmos-
phere. A huge tree sits in an oval patch of grass with a white metal bench all the way 
round the trunk, 
and the house 
itself, designed 
by the architect 
Philip Webb, has 
a recessed front 
door that wel-
comes you in. In 
medieval times, 
Chaucer’s pil-
grims would have 
passed nearby on 
their way to Can-
terbury. This con-
nects nicely with 
Morris’s passion 
for medieval ar-
chitecture and 
I loved that he 
christened the garden porch, which is found at the 
back of the house, the ‘Pilgrim’s Rest’ in honour of 
Chaucer. 

The house and garden were designed together, and although not much of the 
original design of the garden remains, it’s hard not to use it as a viewing platform 
for the architectural angles and details. In fact, as I walked round the garden, I 
couldn’t find one spot where I didn’t see the house. 

I deliberately went in autumn because I wanted to see the orchard in fruit, as 
the site had originally been an orchard when Morris found it in 1858, and some of 

One of William Morris’s designs 
on display in the house

Fruit trees knocking at a Red 
House window

15. Red House, Bexleyheath
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And if the house was designed to be looked at from the garden, so the garden 
forms pictures from different windows of the house. From the dining room win-
dow, gardeners doing what must have been the last mow of the season and a round 
window on the top landing offered a little square of plain glass to look out from a 
surrounding circle of hand-painted flowers and fruits. 

Just the week before I visited Red House, I set my students the task of writing 
about the view from a character’s bedroom so they could understand him or her 
better. Framed in his bedroom window, William Morris would have woken up to a 
tree with outstretched, even branches and a path leading beyond the lawn outside. 
On a windy night, Morris would have lain in bed listening to the creak and whistle 
of this tree. 

The house has been taken back by the National Trust and is dedicated to the time 
William Morris spent there, but it has escaped feeling too much like a museum. It 
was good – if surprising – to see potatoes and apples on sale in the vegetable patch. 
How could I resist taking some home? William Morris loved his food so I think he 
would have approved. In fact, his greed led to a spectacularly good practical joke 
by his friend, Edward Burne-Jones, who had the sides of Morris’s waistcoat secretly 
sewn up to persuade him he was putting on weight.

Perhaps this was the cause of the famous apple fight in the Red House Drawing 
Room which apparently left Morris with a black eye.

15. Red House, Bexleyheath
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